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VESAKHI MELA 2018
The Vesakhi Mela 2018 was organised over two days on the 14th & 15th April at the Singapore Khalsa Association
(SKA) together with the Singapore Sikh Education Foundation (SSEF) Sports Day.The Guest of Honour was Ms Grace
Fu, Minister for Culture, Community and Youth. The theme of Mela 2018 was “One Community, Embracing Diversity”.
SKA organized a variety of activities ranging from telematches, colouring contests and sporting competitions
in soccer, hockey, netball and badminton for all age groups and races. To promote culture and tradition, there
were lively stage performances, an elaborate cultural exhibition and shows and various traditional foods and
merchandise stalls. The Peoples Association strongly supported the Mela. An emergency preparedness workshop
was held for the young and many PA Connectors from other races were hosted at the event.
As part of the celebrations, dances and songs were rendered by a well-known troupe, The Rockers Patiala, which
was specially flown in from Punjab. They performed to capacity crowds during the Mela.
The SKA Ladies Wing set up the Punjabi heritage area to showcase preparation of chapatis and several mouthwatering Punjabi delicacies. This segment was well received and praised by all.
To promote excellence and to recognise role models, SKA presented awards to outstanding Sikh students and
sports personalities who did well in education and sports at the national levels. The SSEF also awarded trophies for
sporting excellence among its students.
This year also saw the re-launch of the Sports Bursary award for deserving sports personalities and budding talents
in the Sikh community.
On the second day of the Mela, the crowd grew to more than three thousand spectators mainly from the migrant
community of Sikhs working in the country. They had a non-stop fun-filled musical experience amidst the many
dance items and the vibrant music and comedy from the cultural troupe.

The Mela had indeed reached out to the diverse Singapore
community. In her speech praising the Sikh community
and the SKA, Minister Grace Fu said, “The theme of this
year’s festivities is “One Community, Embracing Diversity”.
As Singapore becomes more diverse, it is all the more
important for us to reach out and build strong relationships
with one another. This is aligned to the work we do at
MCCY, which is to make Singapore a united, distinctive
and strong society. We recognize that building up these
relationships and trust takes time. But it will become easier
if we make an effort to understand and appreciate the
cultural practices of other communities.
I would therefore like to commend the SKA for extending
the cultural events and sports competitions of this Mela
to Singaporeans of different races and backgrounds.
Various sporting competitions in football, hockey and
netball have attracted players of multiple ethnicities. The
SKA Cultural and Ladies Wing has also lined up activities
with participation from diverse groups. In addition, the
SKA is involving our foreign workers in the Mela on
their off-day tomorrow, making this an inclusive event
for everyone.”

AWARDS FOR TOP SIKH STUDENTS AT 2017 NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS
The following top Sikh students at the various national milestone examinations in 2017
were presented awards at Vesakhi Mela 2018, by the Guest of Honour Ms Grace Fu,
Minister for Culture, Community and Youth.

PSLE
KEERATPAL SINGH PANNU
Keeratpal, who studied at Anglo Chinese (Primary) School, scored A-STARS
in all four subjects at the PSLE examination, English, Maths, Science, and of
course, Punjabi. He is now studying in Raffles Institution. He is also actively
engaged in sports, playing floorball in primary school and now, hockey
in Secondary school.

GCE N-LEVEL
KABIR RAJ M KIMURA SINGH
Kabir, who studied at Bukit Panjang Government High School, has 4
subjects graded 1 and 2 subjects graded 2 in his GCE N-Level results.
An active scout in secondary school, Kabir is currently enrolled in the
Polytechnic Foundation Programme in Singapore Polytechnic.

GCE N-LEVEL
PEARLYNNDER KAUR GILL
Pearlynnder, who studied at St Margaret’s Secondary School, has 4 subjects
graded 1 or 2 in her GCE N-Level results. She was actively involved in the
National Police Cadet Corps in her school. Currently, she is enrolled in
the Polytechnic Foundation Programme in Temasek Polytechnic.

AWARDS FOR TOP SIKH STUDENTS AT 2017 NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS

GCE N-LEVEL
JENNARAJ KAUR
Jennaraj, who studied at CHIJ St Joseph Convent Secondary School, has
4 subjects graded A in her GCE N-Level results. She has also been active
in Culinary Arts in school. Currently, she is enrolled in the nursing
course at the Institute of Technical Education (ITE).

GCE 0-LEVEL
OPASHNA KAUR JASSAL
Opashna, who hails from Whitley Secondary School, scored six straight
As for her GCE O-Level results in English Language, Additional Maths,
Elementary Maths, Combined Humanities, Chemistry, and Biology.
She was Chairman of the English Drama Club in school. Opashna
is currently studying in Anderson Junior College, and is actively
involved in Visual Arts as a co-curricula activity (CCA).

GCE A-LEVEL
SUMAN KAUR PANOO
Suman, who hails from Raffles Institution, scored five straight As for H2 Physics,
Mathematics, Economics, Chemistry and HI General Paper and Project Work.
She had a leadership role in her CCA, Modern Dance, where they attained
a distinction at the Singapore Youth Festival Central Judging. Suman has
been pursuing ballet since the age of 6, and attended overseas ballet
workshops under the tutelage of famous ballerinas such as Claudia
Dean, former principal dancer at the Royal Ballet. She hopes to
pursue a university degree in either the sciences or business.

SKA SPORTS EXCELLENCE AWARDS RECOGNISING SIKHS SPORTSMEN
AMANDEEP KAUR CHAHAL
Amandeep, a netball player, has represented Singapore as a member of the National Under-19 team
in 2017. She has participated in the National League, Singapore-Malaysia League, and the Western
Australian-Canadian series. Amandeep has also represented Methodist Girls School and currently Raffles
Institution, in netball. She won the National School Games Netball ‘A’ Division Championship in 2017 with
the RI team.

GAVIN PAL SINGH RANDHAWA
Gavin is a 13-year-old talent who is doing very well in swimming, a sport that is not popular among the
Sikhs. Last year, Gavin won gold in the 50 metres butterfly/50 metres freestyle at the 58th School Nationals
with a record time of 1min 6.49secs. He is now ranked top 3 in his age group for many swimming events.
Gavin is coached by Mr Osamu Gushi (from Japan) and Mr Ang Peng Siong, once the world’s fastest
swimmer.

HAREK SINGH MEHTA
Harek is a Khalsa hockey player who represented Singapore (under 14) in the Milo Cup in 2017. He started
his journey in hockey since 2013 when he was in Primary 4, representing his then school, Tanjong Katong
Primary School. In 2015, the school team emerged as the champion in the inter-school tournament. He
is currently with the St Andrew’s Secondary School hockey team, which achieved first runner-up position
in 2017.

PAVITER SINGH
Paviter is Singapore’s ultra-marathon runner who has been running such gruelling races since 2011. The
distances covered in an ultra-marathon are 100 kilometres or more, combining with lots of steep climbs
up to 10,000 metres in vertical gain. Hence, the runners have to be on the move for 24 to 40 hours without
any sleep. Paviter’s key personal milestone was in completing a major 100-mile (160 km) race in 2017, the
Ultra Trail Mont-Blanc in France. He was the fastest Singaporean to complete it.

RAVNEET KAUR
Ravneet, a hockey player, represented Singapore in the Under 14 Milo Cup in 2016. She was awarded
the Singapore School Sports Council Colours Award Distinction in 2017 for excellence in hockey. As a
talented player, Ravneet has been training with the national Singapore Development squad. She was also
member of the boys under 18 team that represented Singapore Sikhs in the Gurdwara Cup in 2017.

YOUNG KHALSA SPORTS AWARDS
These awards, jointly introduced by SKA and Singapore Sikh Education Foundation (SSEF), recognise promising
young talents from SSEF who are representing their schools in sports.

BALRAJ SINGH
HOCKEY, RAFFLES
INSTITUTION

TANVEER SINGH KARANDEEP SINGH ETASHA KAUR ARVEEN KAUR CHAHAL
DHALIWAL
SOFTBALL, RAFFLES
NETBALL, CATHOLIC
NETBALL, BEDOK SOUTH
INSTITUTION

HOCKEY,
VICTORIA SCHOOL

LIVRAJ SINGH

ISHAN SINGH

SOCCER, QUEENSWAY
SECONDARY SCHOOL

DRAGONBOAT, DAMAI
SECONDARY SCHOOL

JUNIOR COLLEGE

SIRJAN SINGH
SOCCER,
ANGLO-CHINESE
JUNIOR COLLEGE

SECONDARY SCHOOL

KEERAT SINGH
RUGBY, MONFORT
SECONDARY SCHOOL

SKA SPORTS BURSARY
The Sports bursary is given to deserving candidates
who have demonstrated sporting potential and
achievement.
We are pleased to announce that the SKA Sports
Bursary recipient is KALISA KAUR WILLIAMS

Kalisa has displayed excellent sporting and academic
performance well above the expected standard. She
is a promising netball player with the Singapore Sports
School. Her netball team has participated in various
local and international events and competitions,
including winning gold medals at the 60th Festival
of Sports in Hong Kong and the Sneaker Carnival in
Singapore.

SKA LADIES WING

The first cycle of Chair Yoga for the 11th year began
on 22 February and ended on 17th May 2018. This
signature programme is held every Thursday at Khalsa
Dharmak Sabha. We are indeed privileged to have
Monika, from One Wellness Yoga centre, to facilitate
the lessons. Our next cycle will begin on 5 July 2018.
Vesakhi dinner (a joint event by Istri Sat Sang Central
Sikh Temple and Ladies Wing SKA) was held on 24th
March 2018 at SKA Level 2. More than 200 ladies of
all generations came together for the occasion. The
evening was full of joyous activities. Diners participated
in a Vesakhi quiz that was befitting for the occasion.
The entertainment for the evening catered for diverse
interests. Guest artiste Zubair sang a melody of songs
that saw many reminiscing and enjoying themselves
on the dance floor. The vibrant performances by Rani
and her ladies and the Raunak group were applauded
by all.The sumptuous meal, door gift (a shawl) and lucky
draws made the occasion memorable for everyone!

SKA LADIES WING

SKA POOL SECTION
Singapore Khalsa Association kick-started its Vesakhi
2018 Sports and Social Program on Sunday 8th April
2018 with the 8-Ball Pool Tournament. Manmeet
Singh emerged as the Champion, playing cool and
composed matches in the knock out stages and
displaying sheer brilliance in the grand finals. Logistic
support by the Khalsa team is much appreciated.
Champion: Manmeet
Runners up: Jag

Gill
2nd Runners up: Kawal
3rd Runners up: Billu
Overall champion, Manmeet, donated his 1st prize
cash winnings to the Sikh Welfare society, as he has
done on the few previous occasions he had won.
Vesakhi Pool was overall a success and we look
forward to the 2019 edition.

SKA GOLF SECTION
The Vesakhi Golf Tournament was held at the
Sembawang Country Club on 20th April 2018. In
line with SKA Vesakhi Mela- the theme was: “ One
Community, Embracing Diversity”. This annual golf
tournament attracted golfers from all communities in
Singapore and also from Malaysia and Indonesia.
Unfortunately, inclement weather meant that most
golfers were unable to complete more than 5 holes.
A total of 113 golfers thoroughly enjoyed sumptuous
lunch, dinner, entertainment and loads of prizes.
A heartfelt thanks to all the golfers, sponsors, SKA and
the organising committee for their hard work and
dedication in making Vesakhi Golf 2018 a success!

SKA BADMINTON SECTION
Badminton was included in the Vesakhi Mela 2018 after
a long absence. We had a good turnout of players.
There were two categories - SSEF and Open Doubles.
It was heartening to see our youths participating, and
we could pick out a few of them with good potential
to develop for our future team in Gurdwara cup
participation. We also we had seven doubles pairings
for the open with 10 Sikh players who displayed high
standards of play. The tournament was a success with
everyone looking forward to another edition next year.
Our sincere thanks to the organising committee and
chairman sports for the support given. Thank you.

CAUSEWAY CUP 2018

The Singapore Khalsa Association played host to the
2018 Causeway Cup Games on Saturday 28 April 2018
against the Johor Sikh Sports Club. The Causeway Cup
is an annual sporting event between the Singapore
Sikhs and Johor Sikhs. The athletes’ from both states
contested in soccer, hockey and netball respectively to
win sporting rights of the overall title of Causeway Cup
champions.
The Causeway Cup games kick-started with football,
which was held at St Wilfred Sports Complex at 3 pm.
With 20 mins left to play, the game was called off due to
inclement weather, with Singapore leading 1-Nil after a
goal by Herrick Singh just before half-time.
Over at the Kallang Netball Centre, the game between
the Singapore and Johor netballers started off at 4 pm.
The Singapore netballers won with a score-line of 57 to
3 but due credit goes to the young Johor netballers for
their true sportswomen ship and fighting spirit as they
persevered through the game.

At 4.30pm, the hockey match got underway at the
Sengkang Sports Stadium and as hockey being the
main event from which the Causeway Cup originated,
it was not a game to disappoint. The game got off to
a thrilling start with both teams on the attack, however,
Johor got off onto the scoresheet during the run off
play through a penalty corner. Unfortunately, due to
inclement weather, the game was brought to an abrupt
end 23 minutes in and a win of 1-0 was awarded to
Johor.
The games dinner was held at the Singapore Khalsa
Association (SKA) with the President of SKA, Mr
Mohinder Singh, gracing the occasion as the Guest
of Honor. The event also saw the presentation of prizes
to the respective teams, with Singapore taking the
overall Causeway Cup Trophy, having won two out of
three games. The dinner also provided an opportunity
to the athletes and officials from both sides to put
aside their competitive nature to build camaraderie
and friendship, which was the original intent of the
Causeway Cup which started years back.

SKA HOCKEY SECTION

The first half of the year saw Khalsa participating in
various tournaments domestically. To begin with, we
kicked off our pre-season campaign with the Premier
Liga (Men) where we saw our players returning to
new managers for the 2018 Season. The Premier Liga
was used as a warm-up for the upcoming Singapore
Hockey Federation (S.H.F) Leagues, and the Khalsa
team, under the guidance of manager Mr Manminder
Singh (Vindu) did extremely well to finish runners-up
in the Premier Men’s Category. Following which, the
Khalsa teams entered the tournament head-on with all
guns blazing.The new season also saw a shift in players
across the Men’s divisions to compete for glory and a
podium finish in both divisions.
The Division 1 Men’s team managed by Vindu and
coached by master coach Paramjit Singh (P.S) is seeing
the season nearing its close. The team is expected
to clinch a 4th or 5th place finish despite their stellar
performances as seen on Eleven Sports Live, a new
initiative by the S.H.F. This would be the youngest team by
average age participate to in the Division One Hockey,
with nine players currently in the national development
set up. These young guns are our hopefuls to return
SKA to its previous glory days of hockey.

The Division 2 team is managed by Mr Tony, an old
stalwart of Saint Andrews (S.A) Alumni and a strong
supporter of hockey, who came onboard this year.
Coached by Mr Paramjit Singh, it is seeing the glory
days return once again with a mix of old Khalsa boys
who had initially won the promotion from Division
2 to Division 1. The team has been putting in stellar
performances weekly and is projected to land a
podium finish despite the boys’ other commitments at
work or National Service (N.S).
The Ladies Division 2 team, managed by Madam
Natalia and Ms Shah, led the team to its best showing
in SKA’s history. From the last placing in the 2017
Season of the National Women’s League, it rose to
more than a respectable 5th place - a mid-table finish
and an impressive improvement to say the least. We
congratulate the team, their coach Mr Paramjit Singh,
and its officials for all the hard work put in to ensure that
the team continues to improve in their standing.
We are also seeing Junior Liga coming to a close soon.
This developmental team comprises our under-18 Sikh
players, supplemented by our other non-Sikh players,
who are all preparing for the upcoming Gurdwara Cup.
Being fairly new the team is seeing a projected midtable finish.

Our thanks go to our sponsors, Arcade Sports and
Picture Perfect Studios for their relentless support to the
team and players.
We again organised the Vesakhi Sports (Hockey)
competition for the S.S.E.F students and Ladies at the
4 A-side pitch with a number of teams vying for the
Champion’s trophy. More than winning trophies, it was
just a day out for great fun.

With the first half of the year coming to an end, we look
forward to the second half where we will see our Sikh
boys & girls participating in the Under 18 and Open
categories of the Malaysia-Singapore Sikh Sports
Council’s 67th Gurdwara Cup to be held in Kedah,
Malaysia. We also look forward to the Medan Cup
challenge to be held sometime during the second half
of the year.
The latest addition to our S.K.A hockey family is
the Division 5 Men’s team that will effectively bring
Khalsa’s participation to 4 teams in Singapore Hockey
Federation’s National Hockey League. The team
will comprise a mixture of older players along with
developmental players being trained to move up into
the Division 1 and 2 teams, respectively. The team will
be coached by Mr Paramjit Singh and managed
by Mr Prem Singh and Ms Shah. It promises to be an
interesting season for the team as they aim for the
Division 5 Championship!

We also organised the first ever Vesakhi Mela Invitational
for the Hockey Open Category at the Indian Association
pitch. We had a team of experienced veterans who
played at the highest level during their heydays and
friends from across the causeway forming a team with
Singapore national players, Khalsa division players
and a Khalsa Sikh team. Despite their unfamiliarity
with playing on grass, the Khalsa Division One team
clinched the overall championship, defeating ‘Friends
of Hockey’ team in a thrilling shootout in the finals. The
third place went to Johor Oldboys Hockey Club, who
pipped the Khalsa Sikh boys. However, all accolades go
to the Khalsa Division 2 team who played their hearts
out but emerged 5th placed, mostly outdone by the
grass surface. The invitational was a huge success as
evidenced by the support it received.
This year also saw the inclusion of a Hockey booth with
mini-games at the Vesakhi Mela. Participating visitors
who won walked away with prizes.
2018 has seen a number of the Khalsa players featured
in international tournaments such as the Razak Cup and
the Youth Olympics. We congratulate Naveen Kumar,
Jeremiah Samson, Gugan Sandran, Sean Au, Ethan
Tan and Kent Loo on being selected. Congratulations
also go to our junior Sikh player, Harek Singh, for being
selected to represent Singapore in the age category for
the Milo Cup tournament held in Malaysia. On behalf of
everyone at Khalsa, we would like to congratulate them
and wish them all the best for their future in hockey.

The ladies will kick off their pre-season campaign with
the Women’s Liga that will bolster the teamwork and
cohesion between the players, in the hope of improving
together as a team and eventually securing a podium
finish in the 2019 National league.
We would like to take this opportunity to wish the players
all the best in their quest to outdo and outperform
themselves to achieve a greater objective.
We have seen some changes this year to our Hockey
section with the inclusion of Mr Manminder Singh
(Vindu), Mr Tony and Ms Shah to the management
committee. We welcome them with open arms and
thank them for their passion and commitment, not only
to the club and team but to the sport. Separately, we
have started a Parents Support Group in Q2 this year.
We have also made headway with Active Sg on the
block-booking of hockey pitches guaranteeing the use
of the Sengkang Sports Stadium every Wednesday from
8 pm - 10 pm. Similarly, we have our Development Team
training every Fridays at the Khalsa Turf from 6.30pm - 8
pm. We welcome all interested individuals (regardless
of age or gender) who would like to pick up hockey
as a sport to join us for the Development Hockey, a
community service initiative, spearheaded by our Head
Coach Mr Paramjit Singh.
We are open to support from like-minded individuals or
organisations to promote Hockey or provide assistance to
our Hockey Section. Please feel free to contact the Hockey
Convener, Gurvinder Sidhu (Sunny) at singaporekhalsa.
hockey@gmail.com for further discussions.

SKA SOCCER SECTION

Vesakhi Soccer Mela 2018
This year the Vesakhi Sports Carnival was held on 14 April 2018 at SKA, with both the Vesakhi Mela (Carnival)
Football and SSEF Sports Day (Soccer) being combined. It was a good showing from the Punjabi School students
as they braved the heat to participate in the soccer matches. The students participated in the under 10, 12, 15 and
18 categories. Three girl’s teams also participated.

NFL Division 2
The NFL Division 2 kicked off on 29 April 2018. SKA played with Jungfrau Punggol FC at the Jalan Besar Stadium,
with the final score drawn at 2-2.

Causeway Cup 2018
The Causeway Cup 2018 was held in Singapore on 28 April 2018 between teams fielded by the Singapore and
Johor Sikhs.The football game was held at St Wilfred Sports Complex at 3pm. With 20 mins left to play, the game was
called off due to inclement weather, with Singapore leading 1-nil after a goal by Herrick Singh just before half time.

Gurdwara Cup 2018
Both the Juniors and Seniors Soccer teams are currently preparing for the Gurudwara Cup 2018 soccer tournament
(with weekly trainings on Wednesday at SKA’Premier Pitch.

SKA NETBALL SECTION

Vesakhi Mela, Netball 2018
The Vesakhi Mela Netball games were held on 14 April 2018. This year it was a little different as we had a netball
booth to tend to and some of the netball girls agreed to help in tending to the booth.
First, the Punjabi school had their games in the morning. The umpires had to quickly adapt the rules to suit the
different divisions. Overall, the games went well and all the Punjabi school students enjoyed the games very much.
Next were the open category games with 4 teams taking part. First place when to Khalsa team.The second placing
went to Akira Team 2 and, the third place went to Dragonites, which was a team made up of a few past Khalsa
netball player as well as some eager new players.
It was a hot, rainy and fun day. Overall, all went well and everyone who was present for the netball games had a
great time.

Causeway Cup, 28 April 2018
The netball games for the Causeway Cup were held at the Kallang Netball Centre on the 28 of April 2018. The
game with the JB netball team kicked off at 4pm. At the start of the game, it looked like it was going to rain, but
thankfully the weather held up. The SKA netball team won 57 to 3.
After the netball game we headed to Khalsa Club for a dinner organized by the management. We were really
happy to have won the match, but I must say, the JB team displayed true sportswomen-ship as they never gave up
throughout the game.

Training for the Gurdwara Cup
The netball team has commenced full training in preparation for the upcoming G Cup that will be held in Kedah.
They are training three time a week with one training solely devoted to physical training to build on their stamina.
They also have a couple of friendly games lined up as well as field training sessions since the G.Cup netball games
will be played on grass.
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TEEYAN
Sunday 5th August 2018
(Time 2.00 to 5.00pm)

Venue : SKA Level 5

(Ladies only event)

For info Contact - Mindar Kaur HP - 9109 8115

MEMBER’S UPDATE

NEW LIFE MEMBERSHIP CARD
The New Life Membership will be introduced in
batches commencing 1st Mar 2018. The card
will have new features like the QR code. We
are also working with partners to have special
deals for members.Members would need to update their personal particulars and provide
two recent passports size photographs (with a light background) in order to receive
your new membership card . The form to update your personal particulars is enclosed.
Alternatively, you can download the form from the website www.singaporekhalsa.org.sg.
Members may email to admin2@singaporekhalsa.org.sg or post the form/photo to:
Singapore Khalsa Association, No 2 Tessensohn Road, Singapore 217646

ONGOING & UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

AUGUST

OCTOBER

20 to 24
Wednesday to Sunday
- 67th Gurdwara Cup
@Kedah

5, Sunday
- Teeyan

20, Saturday
- Khalsa Kindergarten
Party CUM Concert

JULY

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

5, Thursday
- Ladies Wing Chair
Yoga@KDS

29, Saturday
- Khalsa Kindergarten
Graduation Ceremony

16, Friday
- Diwali Night

JUNE

22, Sunday
- 72nd AGM

*Ladies Wing Charity
Event
*Ladies Wing Social &
Integration Nite

*Date to be confirmed

